When the Looting Starts, the Shooting Starts
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You are about to learn something IF you read all of this AND you click and review all the links.
That’s a promise.
No matter what anyone says this is a true statement… “When the looting starts, the shooting
starts.” It can be interpreted in a number of ways; some good, some bad. It doesn’t really
matter if Trump said it or someone else said it. Either way, history proves it is TRUE. It was
true when past riots spawned looters and criminal activity, which destroyed people’s businesses
and livelihoods (and some business owners, city cops and the National Guard fought back), and
it is true today when many people across the U.S. have already been shot as a result of similar
activity; police have shot people with rubber bullets (the new libtard methodology for dealing
with criminal/terrorist/anarchist scum) and gang bangers and other rogue criminals have shot
cops and innocent bystanders… all thanks to the George Floyd riots.
When you support/allow vandalism, looting and arson to take place, once riots
break out, you also give the green light for endless lawlessness to spread and for killers
to kill; just for the fun of it, if for no other reason. Biden and his ilk won’t change a thing on that
front.
These riots, no matter which excuse you want to use to justify them, have been spawned
by the likes of Black Lives Matters, ANTIFA, and various other so called protest groups and
anarchists mixed in with the marching going on in the streets by so called “peaceful
demonstrators”. It is NOT Trump’s fault. It is the rioter’s fault. And it is primarily the fault of the
Marxist Libtard Demoncrap (MLD) party.
These riots, under the guise of these “peaceful demonstrations”, do little to address the
problem of police brutality or the fake news claims that all cops, and all Americans, are
“systemically racist”. But these riots do a lot to provide cover for all sorts of illegal activity
perpetrated by the scum and low lives of the earth.
The “right of the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the Government [not the entire
nation] for a redress of grievances” may be alive and well in America. But there is an obvious
down side to anything goes marches carried out by radical “social justice warriors” and the so
called “woke”. The down side is what people with no morals already know and think; that you
should never let a good crisis go to waste. After all, that’s the foundation of leftists’ thinking;
from Hillary “Rotten Felon” Clinton to Barack Heusen “Liar and Apology Chief” Obama to
Al “Pin Head” Sharpton to Joe “Burn Baby Burn” Biden to Nancy “Brain Dead” Pelosi to
Chuck “Fuck-up” Schumer to Alexandria “Stupid is as Stupid Says” Ocasio-Cortez to
Maxine “Shit for Brains” Waters to Adam “Pencil Neck” Schiff to Jerrold “Tub of Lard”
Nadler to Susan “Obama/Clinton Titty Ni_ger” Rice to John “Duck and Cover” Carlin to
Peter “Struck by Stupidity” Strzok to John “Butt Boy” Brennan to James “The Clap”
Clapper to Rashida “Palestinian Mother Fucker” Tlaib to Kamala “Quack Queen” Harris to
Loretta “Douche Bag AG” Lynch to Eric “Fucked and Furious” Holder to Elizabeth “Poke
Her Haunches” Warren to Cory “Bull Shit” Booker to Mazie “Maze for a Brain” Hirono to
Keith “Knock on Women” Ellison to Ilan “Somali Pirate” Omar to Dianne “Fool’s Fool”
Feinstein to James “What's A Matter” Comey to Bernie “Marxist in Chief” Sanders and to
nearly every MLD governor, big city MLD mayor, MLD corrupt judge and to the entire MLD party
on display in its full glory today.

One thing is certain. These so called political leaders knowingly embrace and support the thugs
and terrorist gangs reaping havoc at every turn in the USA today; they have allowed these riots
to continue for days on end already. And given half a chance they will look the other way for
many days more. If they don’t embrace these riots directly (just as they instigated and
embraced all the job losses under cover of COVID-19) they at least have enabled them
indirectly by standing back and letting hundreds of young scum bags roam free among other
protestors without any decisive consequences thus far. Thanks to the divisive rhetoric of the
above listed MLD political leaders (and many more like them) similar gangs have been
unleashed upon our city streets repeatedly over time. It is a form of organized crime that MLD
activists know, all too well, how to instigate. And this gang activity is then perpetuated and
embolden, in part, thanks to current day social media resources (facecrook, tweeter, etc.), the
leftist “fake news” media and various other MLD political groups supporting and condoning their
activities from behind the scenes. Well-funded MLD organizations have been backing whatever
destructive marches, rallies and activities they can formulate, while labeling their objectives as
“the resistance”. Their Marxist playbook has been let loose on society for the obvious purpose
of destroying it and the social fabric usually held together by simple law and order.
The MLDs across the country are not only glad for the riots, which are happening as this is
written, but they are planning to unleash wide spread voter fraud in the coming elections in
order to take back the White House and any other positions of power they can capture via mail
in voting and rigged election practices. And, for years now, the MLDs have infiltrated the
swamp in D.C. (and at the blue state level) making sure capitalism is hindered at nearly every
turn while socialism and central government planning take root so deeply it will never be
weeded out again.
Yes, the MLDs want a lot more “hope and change”; the hope that average IQ voters will remain
as stupid as a pile of rocks and keep voting for MLDs and the change they need to tear down
the country and resurrect it under western communist rule which may eventually be united with
Vladimir Lenin’s, Joseph Stalin’s and Mao Zedong’s communist parties within Russia and China
and many other countries as we speak.
It doesn’t take a rocket scientist to see how the current MLD party (commonly known as the
demoncrap party) operates today. If nothing else Trump has triggered a huge number of overt
and obvious reactions on their part to his desired policies, comments and tweets these past few
years. He has shined the light very brightly on their true agenda. The MLDs and their
propaganda media machines have been unwittingly exposed by Trump; “You are fake news!”
Unless one has one’s head buried deep in the sand, anyone can easily see what’s going on.
The MLDs have become desperate and are pulling out all the stops to back their most corrupt
candidate ever, Joe “Burn Baby Burn” Biden, while resisting everything Trump has proposed
(from day 1) to put the country back on the right track towards a better social and economic
recovery.
There is EVIL in the world. That is a FACT. And that fact is plain to see if you have been
watching what has transpired in reaction to George Floyd’s death. There are, and always have
been, EVIL police officers within the ranks of the 18,000 law enforcement agencies created to
“serve and protect” the citizenry of the USA. Given such a large number of good people tasked
to enforce the law (nearly 1 million of them) it should be of no surprise that there are more than
a handful of “bad apples” with EVIL minds among them. The same is true of the American
population as a whole (332 million, who have hired those same police, including untold numbers
illegally in the country) which includes nearly 110 million people who have criminal records (not
all are U.S. citizens by any stretch of the imagination – thanks to our wide open borders

perpetuated by the corrupt politicians of late)… 110 million people who have criminal records!
For some strange reason these people managed to trip up bad enough, some who are sitting on
death row as we speak, to have been caught while committing at least one crime. Nearly 2.3
million of them are actually incarcerated as this paper was being written; even though many
MLD governors have released thousands of them onto our city streets recently… just prior to
the latest riots having been started (imagine that?). Most of these people are not supposed to
own firearms, but they do. And that is why so many other law abiding citizens also own
firearms… for self-defense and sport use alike.
Expecting both cops and law abiding citizens to sit idly by while MLD political leaders condone
this anti-social/riotous behavior and destruction (without some of them shooting back) is a fool’s
errand. EVIL eventually gets taken down by those who would rather address society’s failings
proactively; by confronting EVIL directly. EVIL never seems to remember one simple fact; that
violence begets violence. The fact is that Edmund Burke was right…
“The only thing necessary for the triumph of EVIL is for good men to do nothing.”
Never forget: there are a lot of good men (and women) in the USA. It is, after all, the land of the
free and the home of the brave. Anyone who rejects this simple fact and instead decides to
condone the acts of EVIL perpetrators, within an otherwise moral and just country, is EVIL
themselves. And the brave, like Donald Trump, will take care of them; sooner or later.
What about the flip side of the coin? What about the chicken shit amongst us?
A few hours before drafting this message the MLD candidate for President, Joe Biden, speaking
against a backdrop of American flags (that many of his supporters would just as soon burn
rather than honor) in Philadelphia’s City Hall, gave a shameless speech claiming that Trump
was dividing the nation and was at fault for the death of George Floyd. IF you took the time to
listen to or read a transcript of his speech you would find it riddled with falsehoods and divisive
phrases crafted to point the finger at Trump, to condone more riots and to make sure even more
division remains on the streets and in the hearts of many of his followers within the country.
And yet his speech is claimed to have “emphasized themes of empathy and unity to draw a
clear contrast with Mr. Trump”… by the NY Times, et al.
Trump wants the EVIL to stop. Biden, his army of supporters and his top tier DNC enablers
could care less how long EVIL thrives on main street USA. As long as they are able to maintain
their strangle hold on power the MLD party will stoop to any level to undermine the Constitution
and suffocate law abiding citizens in favor of chaos… and to remake America in their own
image.
The demoncrap/MLD party is spineless and coercive and fraudulent and corrupt to the core.
Anyone who votes for a demoncrap going forward votes not only for more division and
lawlessness but they vote for communism and central government planning (can you say
Obama No Care) which they hope will lead to only one result… yet one more country smothered
in communist dictatorial rule and oppression where the lights of liberty no longer shine in the
dark of night.
When that happens, those of us who have managed to keep and bear arms will finally rise up,
once again, and destroy all that is EVIL, and those who embraced it, or we will die trying. And
that just may happen a lot sooner than you think.
You can take that to the bank Joe Biden. And you can take that to the bank MLD voters.

